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Worldview

Hangout- A Playground for Crypto and Non-crypto Enthusiasts 
to Hangout

HANGOUT is a decentralized multi-blockchain 
metaverse, being deployed on ETH, BSC, 
Polygon and etc., as a Web 3 functional 
platform providing visual infrastructure, 
API, SDKs, etc. to facilitate various kinds 
of projects, communities and protocols to 
sustainably develop in one integrated 
platform. HANGOUT integrates social and 
business activities, entertainment and 
contents creation to present the metaverse 
for both crypto and non-crypto enthusiasts! 
HANGOUT is committed to bring life to the 
interconnected enigmatic cryptoverse!



Highlights

Multi-blockchain metaverse
There are 9 mainland in Hangout 
and each corresponds to a unique 
blockchain, for instance ETH, 
BNB, Polygon and etc.



Excellent visual effect
The visual design of Hangout is 
created by experienced indie 
developers, Pixpil, who as won 
many international awards. Their 
most representative work, action 
role-playing video game, 
Eastward, was labeled as “the 
best pixel design ever”.

4.

Integration of various blockchain 
projects
Hangout uses gamification to 
enable players to experience 
various projects, including 
NFTs, Defi, Gamefi etc, with 
low barriers and high 
flexibility.

2.

Modular creation
Provide lightweight 
customization tools in the 
game, like drag and drop, and 
enter contracts to connect to 
typical DeFi services. Provide 
a developer-oriented Software 
Development Kit (SDK) with rich 
models to custom protocol 
services can also be 
implemented in Hangout.

5.

Empower Defi projects
Hangout provides functional NPCs 
that could give ready-to-use 
instructions for non-crypto 
players to easily join in DeFi 
projects in an entertaining way, 
and to empower DeFi projects to 
expand markets by supporting 
them to offer user-friendly 
business.

3.

Rich technical experience
The R&D team has many years of 
experience in Defi projects 
development on blockchains. 
Based on these experiences, they 
provide low-threshold access 
functional components to ensure 
low-cost, secure and 
standardized access to existing 
on-chain protocols.

6.



Comparison of Competitive Projects

Users

Chain

Social Features

User Adaption Costs

Building Requirements

Customization

NFT Investors

Limited

expensive land, 2d assets

Normal

Medium

Normal

NFT Investors, Web3 Social Users

Normal

expensive land, 3D assets, expensive NFTs

High

High

Normal

Casual Crypto Investors, NFT Investors, 
P2E users, Web3 Social Users

Advanced (DiD, 

accessible land, 2d assets, accessible NFTs

Low

2d with content editor

Low

High

 (Buildings, NPCs, AI Virtual Human 
editor, Trading Market, Decorations, 

Devices)



Layered Land

LAND Overview

The crypted space in Hangout is 
presented as digital world with 9 
different sub- chain mainland. 
Hangout will continuously open up 
different mainland to develop 
corresponding on-chain environments 
to present a complete blockchain 
world in this fascinating metaverse 
Hangout eventually. 

Currently, it has been planned to 
deploy the LAND assets on the 
blockchains including Ethereum, 
BSC, Polygon etc. 



Yes, Hangout is a decentralized 
multi-blockchain metaverse, and not 
only available on Ethereum!



Layered Land

Layer 2

Players can build their own private houses or commercial/business buildings on the land 
that they purchased. Specifically, the interior space of each independent building is 
so-called Layer 2 space, and players can enter the L2 space through the entrance of the 
L1 building. There are various functional buildings normally built by Hangout or other 
organizations on the public land.

Layer 2 Layer 2 Layer 2



Functions and Products

Social Contact
Text or audio chat

Emojis and meme Avatar

Music NFTs sharing

PFP NFT waering

Mini-games

...

Contents Generation
Architectural appearance

Decorations and furniture

Layer 2 space creation and decoration

Avatar customization

Space editor

Content editor

Ai virtual human editor

...

Business and Finance
NFT exhibition and sales

Defi protocols integration

Create-to-Earn game

Business Events

Entrance ticket

...

Entertainment
Mission Objectives

Customized tasks

PVE/eve games

Game props

...



What can you do in HANGOUT now?

Application of player’s assets and identity

HANGOUT uses the MetaMask wallet to log 
in and uses the player's wallet public 
key as their identity to collect and 
synchronize player's asset information 
to display player’s assets in the 
backpack, and can be used in many kinds 
of situations in HANGOUT.



Application of player’s assets and identity

Dress your own avatar up with your NFTs



Application of player’s assets and identity

Play your music NFT as background 
music or share to your friends

Set up the access permissions to 
allow players entering L2 space.



Game Props

HANGOUT creates various kinds of game props to entertain players, and many of these 
props are offered as standard NFTs that can be either collected to use in the game or 
be traded on OpenSea. 

For instance, NFT frame can display players NFTs and can be placed in L2 space. The 
contract address and token ID can be set up for other players to view the NFT detailed 
info.



Interaction with Community

HANGOUT creates a great deal of different scenarios where NFT 
holders and community members could gather and hold events. Players 
can be transmitted to the community’s L2 space directly by checking 
the Transmission list next to the mini-map. They could also enter 
the buildings from the main entrance. Each community interior space 
has different facilities, which could strengthen players’ desire to 
explore and also cultivate community culture.



Mini-games

HANGOUT is continuously developing mini-game to provide more 
entertaining scenarios for players and communities, such as 
maze, escape room, murder mystery games and etc. Players need 
to complete the game to get prizes which are in-game props or 
on-chain NFTs. 



Mission Objectives

The platform is working with communities to 
jointly create mission objectives 
integrating the interesting contents of the 
encrypted world, and continuously provides 
POAP and other rewards to encourage players 
to explore. 



ON-chain Business

Hangout enables the access to smart contracts within L2 space and players could 
customize their L2 assets to develop virtual banks or other financial functions, such 
as making transactions and loans, with the tool kits provided by the platform. For 
example, Uniswap is presented in the way of “commercial bank” in HANGOUT, and the bank 
clerk can provide token exchange service.



Avatar Customization

HANGOUT has set the standard of Avatar and Map customization specifications. Players 
can customize content according to the standard and submit the application to the 
platform for integration.

Different NFTs can provide players with different Avatars and actions. Players can 
refer to the character action list and enter /+action name in the chat box to execute 
the corresponding action. The action instructions are different for each avatar, and 
players need to explore by themselves.



Partnerships with Community

HANGOUT is working with many communities as well as NFT projects, and the following are 
the ones that have completed the integrations, and many more will be completed soon:

Mfer

Theirsverse

Mimic Shhans

LingNFT

Neo Tokyo

BaBaZ

Laser Cat

BountyThug



Showcase - Mimic Shhans

HANGOUT has interacted with the NFT community Mimic Shhans many times 
and held different events for them, which has been affirmed and 
supported by Shhan, the founder of MS. HANGOUT also obtained a great 
deal of attention and players through the partnerships. 

 A customized L2 spaced if provided to MS community, and the typical works of MS founder is 
placed there

 The Avatar, a black cat, with skeletal animation and 8 different avatar actions are created 
for them

 Hangout organized two times of treasure hunts mase game, players win the game are awarded 
NFTs and gifts.



Roadmap

Till Septenber 2022

Phase One

 Releasing the first round of 
Land Sale'

 Announcing the strategic 
partnerships and Seed Round 
investors,

 Launching HANGOUT on official 
website,

 Launching the demo including the 
functions such as MMO, 
application of NFT assets, etc 

Till December 2022

Phase Two

 Releasing of the platform 
utility toke

 Completing the visual effect of 
the official gamy

 Completing all the functions in 
L2 space, including space and 
content customization and social 
contact function

 Developing the professional 
editing tools such as PixelMaker 
and MetaControlle

 Upgrading the mode of PV
 Developing HANGOUT Marketplace

Till April 2023

Phase Three

 Releasing the standard of 
contract interface – HO SD

 Releasing the Alpha version of 
PixelMaker & MetaController

 Establishing collaborations with 
communities and promoting the 
community management functions 
in L2 spac

 Releasing the Alpha version of 
HANGOUT Marketplace

Till August 2023

Phase Four

 Incubation HANGOUT built-in 
gaming projects and Web3 
communitie

 TBD



Tokenomics

HANG  is the main utility token in Hangout and it can be used to purchase in-game assets, game tool kits, or function 
unlock. Besides, HANG is the governance token allowing holders to vote on platform governance through a decentralized 
automated organization (DAO). Specifically, 45% of HANG  is planned to be distributed to players as rewards 
encouraging player's involvement in the game.

Token Allocation

10.00 %

2.00 %

4.50 %

13.50 % 1.00 %

1.00 %
3.00 %

20.00 %

45.00 %

20.00 % DAO Foundation

10.00 % Team Development

2.00 % Marketing

4.50 % Seed Round

13.50 % A Round

1.00 % Airdrop

1.00 % IDO

3.00 % Advisors

45.00 % User Rewards

Type ERC20

Symbol HANG

Total supply 100,000,000

Seed Round

A Round

IDO

4.50%

13.50%

1.00%

4,500,000

13,500,000

1,000,000

$0.25

$0.42

$0.60

$1,125,000

$5,670,000

$600,000

$25,000,000

$42,000,000

$60,000,000

Unlock 15% at the beginning, after 6 months, 
it will be unlocked every 3 months, and all 
the tokens will be unlocked within 2 years.

Unlock 24% at the beginning, after 6 months, 
it will be unlocked every 3 months, and all 
the tokens will be unlocked within 2 years.

Unlock 50% at the beginning, and the rest of 
tokens will be unlocked after 3 months.



Circular Economy

Application system Construction system

Hangout

2

Bulider

Land users

Construction assets

Decorative assets

Protocol

Paid content

Game

Meet-up

Exhibition

Hangout

PixelMaker MetaController DEV SDK

Players

Ministry 
of 

Finance

DAO 
Foundat
ion

Land

users

Land

users

Finance Social Game Digital Assets

Transaction

Transaction
Transaction

tradeticketsdeposit&financial

 management

Transaction

Lease

Deploy Deploy

Allocate
R&D contentCreative assest

Application

3

4

1

1 Income 2 Tax 3 Protocol tax 4 Audit fee 5 inspire&lead

1Lease

2

2

5

Support

The platform side:



Circular Economy The player side:

Income

$ETH

Staking or leasing the 
land

Selling ticket to visit 
L2

Create to Earn

Expenses

Purchase the decoration for 
houses

Experience

Leasing the land or the 
marketing billboard spot

Application

Rent the scenes or plots from 
other land owners

Application

Paying for the tickets to 
visit L2

Experience 

and Application

Paying commission fee for 
minting L1 space

Income

Paying commission fee for 
minting decorations for L2

Income

Paying the service fee to use 
the game functions

Application

Apply for the right of using 
L2 space.

Application

$HANG
1

1

As a player, you could use HANG to do the followings: 

Tokenomics

1 Unlock periodically



Official Hangout Team

Hangout is an international team with 32 team members in North America, Australia, China, Singapore and 
other countries. The team has 20 full-time employees and 12 part-time employees. The main members are 
introduced as follows:

Art Design team: 10 members Technical Team: 11 members Marketing Team - HTR Group：10 members

Alex Camacho

CEO

Rick Lam

Lead Artist

Jonas Samaitis

Product Manager

Alcaid Gao

Senior Developer

Alexandre Lafrance
Operation Manager

Aubrey Jin

Global BD

Marc-André Duperré

Community Manager

Chung Dao

Digital Marketing Manager



Contact Us

https://hangout.game/

https://mirror.xyz/0xa78E2d7d8524678bbd625B5189CEA7AB5af4a5C9

@hangoutmeta

info@hangout.game


